Abstract
is the simplest to implement, as it effectively treats the random effects as "fixed" and es-41 timates them in a similar manner to other fixed effects as in a generalized linear model of regularized PQL, differential penalization of the fixed and random effects is needed to 91 achieve selection consistency.
92
For many applications where the cluster size is small, we propose a hybrid estimator to 93 improve finite sample performance, i.e. regularized PQL is used for model selection only, 94 and the final submodel is estimated using maximum likelihood. Simulations demonstrate 95 that regularized PQL, in conjunction with the proposed information criterion, outperforms 96 several currently available methods for joint selection in GLMMs, while offering dramatic 97 reductions in computation time. We illustrate the application of regularized PQL estimation 98 on a longitudinal dataset for determining the predictors of forest health over time.
99
To summarize, the main contributions of this article are as follows: 1) we propose a 100 computationally efficient method of performing joint selection in GLMMs, which com-101 bines the PQL with adaptive (group) lasso penalties to regularize the fixed and random 102 effect coefficients; 2) we develop an information criterion for choosing the tuning param-Note that we allow for unequal cluster sizes. Let x ij be a vector of p f covariates corre-sponding to fixed effects, and z ij be a vector of p r covariates corresponding to random 115 effects. Both x ij and z ij may contain an intercept term as their first element. We as- log f (y ij |β,
where D − denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of D. The use of a generalized 137 inverse here, as opposed to the standard matrix inverse, allows us to deal with cases where 138 the covariance matrix is singular (see Breslow and Clayton, 1993) . This is necessary when 139 we establish asymptotic properties in Section 4, where the true random effects are assumed 140 to be sparse.
141
There is a close link between PQL estimation and Laplace's method for GLMMs.
142
Specifically, for a fixed Ψ, letb = (b
T denote the maximizer of (1). Then
143
the Laplace approximated log-likelihood is defined as We propose regularized PQL estimation to perform selection over both the fixed and ran-162 dom effects in GLMMs.
163
Definition. For a given D, the regularized PQL estimates of the fixed and random effect 164 coefficients are given by
where v k and w k are adaptive weights based on preliminary estimates of β k and D respec- the adaptive lasso penalty is summed from k = 2 to p f .
179
The adaptive weights mean that a single tuning parameter, as opposed to using different 180 λ's for the fixed and random effects, is able to achieve consistency of the regularized PQL 
T andŴ λi is the weight matrix for subject i evaluated at 
where dim(β λ ) and dim(b λ ) are the number of non-zero estimated fixed and random effect 232 coefficients respectively and, importantly, dim(b λ ) = n dim(b λ1 ). Note that division by 233 total sample size N is often used when studying information criteria for tuning parameter 234 selection (e.g., Zhang et al., 2010) .
235
A key feature of IC(λ), which sets it apart from standard information criteria used for respectively, where c 1 is some positive constant.
exists a ε > 0 such that for n and all m i sufficiently large, the minimum eigenvalue consistent (Lehmann, 1983) . Condition (C5) imposes restriction on the rate at which the 320 tuning parameter can grow.
321
We now present a result on the large sample consistency of the regularized PQL esti- ) and
denotes all the estimated coefficients corresponding to the l th random effect.
328
Note that even though p r is fixed, eachb λ•l is growing at the same rate as the number 329 of clusters, n, so the proof of Theorem 1 has to be developed in a high-dimensional set- 
362
(1982) for further discussion of pseudo-true parameters.
363
We now define a proxy information criterion based on these unregularized PQL esti-
Note the loss function for this proxy criterion involves only the first part of the PQL. The 
389
For simplicity, we restrict our simulations to cases where the cluster sizes are the same, Regularized PQL performed strongly overall; it was the best at selecting both the cor-425 rect overall model and fixed effects in the small sample case, while in the large sample case 426 there was little difference between it and SCAD-P, which correctly identified the best model 427 closer to SCAD-P than the other two penalized methods was not surprising, as regularized
429
PQL and SCAD-P adopt a similar approach to group penalizing the random effect coeffi- 
Bernoulli Responses
We simulated datasets from a Bernoulli GLMM using a logit link, with p f = p r = 9 covari- 9×9 diagonal matrix with the first three diagonal elements set to (3, 2, 1) and the remaining 448 diagonal entries zero.
449
We are not aware of any available software for penalized joint selection in GLMMs. For Performance was assessed in terms of the percentage of datasets with correctly chosen overall models (%C), fixed effects (%CF), and random effects (%CR), as well as ratios of mean absolute bias (Bias) and total variance (Var) of the estimates, mean squared prediction error (PSE), and predicted log-likelihood (PL). Finally, the mean computation time for each method was also recorded, with standard deviations in parentheses. (Table 2 ). The long computation times of M-ALASSO and the penalty of Ibrahim et al.
494
(2011) could be attributed to the need for a penalized Monte-Carlo EM algorithm, in con-495 trast to regularized PQL which does not involve any integration. Finally, computation times 496 for forward selection using BIC scaled the worst with n and m e.g., doubling the cluster 497 size from m = 10 to 20 led to at least four-fold increase in estimation time. We applied regularized PQL estimation to a longitudinal dataset on the health status of 508 beech trees at plots located across northern Bavaria, Germany. The aim of the analysis was 509 to uncover important baseline and time varying covariates influencing the probability of a 510 tree experiencing defoliation. Table 3 , nine baseline and two time varying covariates were recorded. All 520 continuous covariates were standardized prior to analysis, while dummy variables were 521 created for the categorical variables.
511

522
We fitted a Bernoulli GLMM with all covariates included as fixed effects. Furthermore,
523
to account for any potential non-linear relationship between age and the probability of the non-linear effects were comparatively small compared to the between-tree variability.
540
To confirm this, we fitted the selected submodel in the R package lme4 using Laplace's 541 approximation, and compared it to a GLMM that included polynomial terms for age up the 542 fourth power. The resulting bootstrap likelihood ratio test confirmed that these polynomial 543 fixed effects for age were indeed not significant (P-value = 0.11). Finally, all the off-544 diagonal terms in the estimated random effect covariance matrix were positive, indicating 545 that large effects for one predictor tended to occur with large effects in the other predictors, 546 e.g., the higher the baseline probability of defoliation, the worse the effect of increasing 547 age and soil acidity on the the tree's health.
548
The results obtained here differ from those in Groll and Tutz (2014) GLMMs, especially since the PQL treats the random effects as if they are fixed coefficients.
601
Another possible extension which is especially useful for longitudinal studies is to modify Since the right hand side is positive with probability tending to one by Lemma 1, the result 727 follows.
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